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Abstract 

An essential step in the biogeochemical cycling of sulfur is the six electron reduction of sulfite 

(SO3
2-) to sulfide (S2-) catalyzed by the enzyme sulfite reductase (SiR). SiR performs the largest 

single atom reduction in any biological pathway with the exception of the analogous six electron 

reduction of nitrite to ammonia. The reduction of SO3
2- to S2- is critical to the dissimilatory 

anaerobic respiration pathway in sulfate-reducing bacteria and assimilatory pathway responsible 

for incorporation of sulfur into biomolecules in plants, bacteria, and archaea. 

This project has successfully used mutational analysis of assimilatory sulfite reductase 

hemoprotein (SiRHP) to reveal a proton coupled electron transfer mechanism with nonredundant 

proton donors at several step of catalysis. Four hypothesized proton donors (R83, R153, K215, 

and K217) were independently mutated to serine, resulting in changes in substrate binding, the 

dynamics of an active site loop, and the number of electrons transferred per sulfur reduced. A 

fifth mutation was made (N149W) in an attempt to mimic an inactive siroheme site observed in 

the dissimilatory pathway SiR. This mutation resulted in changes in active site loop dynamics 

and protease sensitivity, but enhanced, rather than inhibited, the activity of the enzyme. Crystal 

structures were determined of the R153S variant in the oxidized state and of the N149W variant 

in the oxidized and reduced substrate bound state.  

Finally, newer work exploring an active heterodimeric form of SiR (SiRHF) is discussed. A 

proposal for future experiments with SiRHF is included. 

 

Key terms: sulfite reductase, siroheme, proton coupled electron transfer 
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Introduction: 

The biogeochemical cycling of sulfur is one of the major elemental cycles necessary for life on 

Earth. This cycle is estimated to have developed 3.5 million years ago during early prokaryotic 

life in anoxic environments and consumes billions of tons of sulfur compounds each year1. 

Whereas the cycling of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen have been thoroughly 

investigated, many questions remain in regard to the biological cycling of sulfur, which is 

equally necessary for biological processes today and is hypothesized to have played a major role 

in the origin of life2. Additionally, the sulfur cycle is exceptional because sulfur’s oxidation state 

ranges from +VI to –II at various stages in the cycle3. 

Environmental sulfur is found primarily as sulfate (SO4
2-) or in its elemental form (S0)4. Sulfate 

is activated by being incorporated into 3’ phosphoadenosine phosphosulfate (PAPS) and is then 

reduced in two steps to generate sulfide. First, in Escherichia coli PAPS reductase reduces PAPS 

by two electrons to form 3’ phosphoadenoisine phosphate (PAP) and free sulfite (SO3
2-)4. Sulfite 

is then reduced with six electrons by sulfite reductase (SiR) to form sulfide along two different 

pathways, each of which possesses a distinct sulfite SiR. In the dissimilatory pathway sulfur is 

used as the terminal electron acceptor in anaerobic respiration and is observed in sulfate-

dependent anaerobic bacteria and archaea5. The assimilatory pathway uses sulfide for 

incorporation into biomolecules such as cysteine, methionine, biotin, etc. and is observed in 

plants, bacteria, and archaea4, 6.  

Gaining a greater understanding of sulfur metabolism in terms of its enzymes and their 

mechanisms is of fundamental importance for the advancement of biology, and provides insight 

into the unique sulfur chemistry employed by biological systems. 
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Background: 

Sulfite Reductase (SiR) is a redox-active metalloenzyme that catalyzes the six electron reduction 

of sulfite (SO3
2-) to sulfide (S2-) 7. This is largest single atom reduction catalyzed by any enzyme 

with the exception of the equivalent six electron reduction of nitrite to ammonia by nitrite 

reductase, which is in the SiR family. SiR is composed of hemoprotein subunit (SiRHP), which 

contains the active site, and either a flavoprotein (SiRFP) or ferredoxin, which serves as the 

electron source3,8. 

The assimilatory SiR (aSiR) and dissimilatory SiR 

(dSiR) share similar protein architecture and a unique 

cofactor combination, but differ in their metabolic 

pathways, their subunit stoichiometry, and 

mechanism of electron transfer. aSiR is hypothesized 

to exist as a large 780 kDa α4β8 complex9, where α is 

SiRHP and β is SiRFP, though there is recent 

evidence of a functional heterodimeric form that 

brings this into question10. The stoichiometry of dSiR 

is (αβ)2 where a single αβ subunit makes up one 

functional hemoprotein equivalent3. dSiR uses a 

transiently found ferredoxin as the cellular electron source11. The difference in electron transfer 

mechanism is based on the observation that the assimilatory SiR reduces sulfite to sulfide 

without the release of any partially reduced intermediates, whereas the dissimilatory SiR releases 

two- and four- electron reduced compounds12. The focus of this thesis is aSiR. 

Figure 1. This diagram shows the two 

different pathways, assimilatory and 

dissimilatory, which catalyze the 

reduction of sulfite to sulfide using 

different isoforms of SiR. 
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SiRFP is a three domain 66 kDa protein that binds one FAD, one FMN, and has a transient 

NADPH binding site. The combination of two flavin binding domains and a NADPH 

oxdioreductase domain places SiRFP in the same family as NADPH-cytochrome P450 

oxidoreductase13. In the crystal structure of SiRFP (PDB Code 1DDI), the NADPH and FAD 

binding domains are well resolved to 1.94Å, but the flavodoxin-like domain which binds the 

FMN cofactor is disordered and thus provides no electron density in the crystal structure14. The 

structure of this domain has been determined independent of the NADPH and FAD domains 

through solution state NMR15. In SiRFP electrons are passed from a transiently bound NADPH 

to FAD to FMN to SiRHP16.  

SiRHP is a 64 kDa protein that utilizes a unique 

metallic cofactor combination in its active site to 

catalyze this large reduction. SiRHP contains a 

[4Fe-4S] cluster and a heme-like porphyrin called 

siroheme17. These two cofactors are electronically 

coupled by a bridging cysteine which coordinates 

one of the irons of the [4Fe-4S] cluster and the iron 

of the siroheme. This is the only known example of 

an iron-sulfur cluster directly coupled to a 

porphyrin. Sulfite binds via the central sulfur atom 

to the iron on the distal face of siroheme, opposite 

the iron sulfur cluster. 

Figure 2. Ribbon diagram of aSiRHP (PDB 

code 1AOP) displaying cofactors and a 

phosphate bound in the active site. Residues 

targeted for mutation are labeled. 
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Siroheme is an ancient iron-containing macrocycle of the isobacteriochlorin class17 similar to 

protoporphyrin-derived hemes found in hemoglobin or cytochromes. These more well-known 

macrocycles are fully conjugated and planar, unlike their distant evolutionary cousin siroheme. 

Siroheme is partially conjugated, leading to a distinctly bent or saddle-like shape that enables 

tight substrate binding18-19. Additionally, siroheme has four proponyl and four acetyl groups that 

extend out from the macrocycle giving it an overall negative change. 

Multiple positively charged amino acids are involved in a complex hydrogen bonding network 

responsible for coordination of the siroheme cofactor, binding the anion substrate, and donation 

of protons to the oxygen of sulfite that leads to their dissociation as water. Four of these amino 

acids (R83, R153, K215, and K217) were identified as potentially important for catalysis and 

targeted for mutation because these two arginines and two lysines have positively charged side 

chains that are oriented near the substrate in the reduced SiRHP crystal structure (Figure 1). 

These residues were rationally selected for mutagenesis to serine, which lacks the ability to 

donate protons to the substrate, in order to disrupt the electron transfer process. The theoretical 

mechanism of SiRHP activity accepted up to this point involves a three-step, two-electron 

reduction process. The exact proton donors coupled to each step in the reduction have not been 

identified, as each oxygen participates in hydrogen bonding with at two potential donors. These 

mutations enable each targeted residue to be investigated for its specific role in catalysis. 

SiRHP contains an active site loop that is disordered in the oxidized crystal structure (PDB code 

2AOP), but becomes ordered upon reduction and coordination of substrate (PDB code 2GEP) 19. 

In dSiR there are inactive siroheme subunits which possess a tryptophan on the active site loop 

whose side chain is oriented over the binding site, ostensibly blocking substrate binding3. N149 
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of the assimilatory SiRHP was targeted for mutation to tryptophan to mimic this steric blockage 

of the active site.  

Experimental Methods: 

Protein Expression and Purification 

The bicystronic gene composed of Escherichia coli cysI and Salmonella typhimurium cysG with 

a six histidine tag encoded to the N-terminus of cysI was subcloned into the pBAD-A expression 

vector (Invitrogen). CysI codes for SiRHP. CysG codes for siroheme synthase. The mutations 

R83S, R153S, K215S, K217S, and N149W were generated in cysI using site directed PCR 

mutagnesis (Stratagene).  

Electrocompetent LMG194 cells were transformed independently with wild-type or mutant 

pBADcysIG plasmids. Cells were grown in 1.5L of LB media, shaking at 37oC to an optical 

density of 0.6 at 600 nm. Cultures were then induced through the addition of arabinose to a final 

concentration of 0.05% (w/v) arabinose. Cultures were then shaken for 4 hours at 25oC. Cells 

were harvested through centrifugation at 4,000xg for 30 minutes. Pellets were resuspended in 10 

mM KPi pH 7.8 to a final volume of approximately 60 ml and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen 

before being stored at -80oC.  

Cells were thawed at a later time, and immediately had the protease inhibitors PMSF and 

Pepstatin A added to a final concentration of 10 µM and 1µg/ml, respectively. Cells were lysed 

through the French Press method. The lysate was clarified through centrifugation at 16,000xg for 

30 minutes. The supernatant was run directly onto a nickel-charged metal affinity column (GE 
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Healthcare) using an ÄCTA FPLC purifier (GE Healthcare). Protein was eluted over a gradient 

of 20 – 500 mM imidazole with constant 65 mM KPi pH = 7.8 and 300 mM NaCl.  

The major peak of the chromatogram was identified as SiRHP by its unique red color and 

through SDS-PAGE analysis with Coomassie Brilliant Blue (sigma) used as the developing dye. 

The peaks containing SiRHP were dialyzed into buffer containing 50mM KPi pH 7.8 and 0.1 

mM EDTA overnight at 4oC. Samples were then concentrated to a final volume of approximately 

1 ml and run over a S300 gel filtration column (GE Healthcare). The presence of SiRHP in the 

major peak was again verified through SDS-PAGE analysis with Coomassie Brilliant Blue 

(Sigma) staining.  

Purified samples of variant SiRHP were initially characterized by determining the ratio of 

protein to cofactor using the UV-visible range absorbance spectra. The protein extinction 

coefficient at 280 nm was determined using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA; Pierce) method using a 

BSA standard. The 386 nm extinction coefficient of 6.56 mM-1 mm-1 as reported in Siegel et al. 

was used to determine cofactor occupancy9 (Figure 3). This was a critical experiment because 

further characterization required equivalent concentrations of protein in some cases and 

equivalent concentrations of fully occupied protein in other cases.  
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Figure 3. The UV-visible spectra of SiRHP variants overlaid and normalized based upon the 280 nm 

peak absorbance shows differences in cofactor occupancy and slight shifts of the peak wavelength 

suggesting changes in the electronic environment of the cofactors.  

 

 

Complementation Assays 

A complementation assay was developed to assess the in vivo activity of SiRHP variants. Mutant 

pBADcysIG-his plasmids were transformed into a cysI
- knockout strain of Escherichia coli

20. 

These cells were cultured overnight in 5ml cultures of LB media at 37oC. In the morning, the 

cultures were harvested with centrifugation and washed in water before being resuspended in 

water to equal cell density. Cells were then plated on M9 minimal media21 which contains sulfur 

only in the form of inorganic sulfate and 0.05% arabinose, in serial dilution format. Plates were 

incubated at 37oC for two days before imaging. 
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Trypsin Cleavage 

The SiRHP variants were also characterized through their sensitivity to the protease trypsin. 

Trypsin cleavage of the 60 most N-terminal amino acids of SiRHP is necessary for 

crystallization. 40µg of SiRHP was mixed with 0.2 µg trypsin in 50mM KPi pH 7.8 and 300 mM 

NaCl and incubated at room temperature with time points taken every thirty minutes. The lability 

of the N-terminus of SiRHP variants was analyzed through the disappearance of the full length 

SiRHP and the appearance of the �60 product. In several variants the 40/20 kDa double band 

that corresponds to cleavage between R214 and K215 appeared before the �60 product could be 

detected. Gels were scanned and analyzed using a GelDoc (BioRad) imager and the intensity of 

each band was determined with the Quantity One software.  

Circular Dichroism 

The circular dichrosim spectra of SiRHP WT, R83S, R153S, K215S, K217S, and N149W were 

all collected in triplicate using an Aviv model 410 CD spectrophotometer in 65 mM KPi pH 7.8. 

The spectra were deconvoluted into percent alpha-helix, beta-sheet, beta-turn, and random 

structural elements using the CDPro software package.  

Phosphate Binding Assay 

SiRHP binds phosphate to the active site in its resting state. To determine if the mutations made 

had disrupted phosphate binding and release, radiolabeled phosphate was used to show binding 

of phosphate and its release in the presence of sulfite. Samples of SiRHP WT and variants were 

prepared in equal concentration based upon siroheme concentration. These samples were 

incubated overnight at room temperature in the presence of 200 mM K2H
32PO4

2- (Perkin-Elmer) 
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Figure 6. Photographs of crystals grown from (A) 

N149W variant SiRHP and (B) R153S variant SiRHP 

0.1 mL 0.02M N,N-dimethyl-p-phenyldiamine (DPD reagent) prepared in 7.2 N HCl followed 

by immediate addition of 0.1ml 0.03M ferric chloride prepared in 1.2 N HCl (Figure 5). Cuvettes 

were then stored in the dark for 30 minutes. Methylene blue concentration was determined using 

the absorbance at 650 nm with an extinction coefficient of 19.0 X 106 cm2/mole as reported by 

Siegel23. 

Crystal Growth, X-ray Diffraction, and Data Refinement  

Solutions of N149W and R153S were 

cleaved with trypsin for 30 minutes using 

the digest conditions previously described as 

preparation for crystallization. Crystals of 

N149W were grown from 3 mg/ml protein 

mixed with a solution of 65 mM KPi pH 7.8 

12% PEG MW 8000 and self-nucleated typically within a few weeks of preparation. Crystals of 

R153S were grown using the vapor diffusion technique from 16 mg/ml protein mixed with a 

solution of 65 mM KPi pH = 7.8 and 22% PEG MW 8000. Crystals of R153S were obtained 

through microseeding with N149W crystals followed by multiple cycles of reseeding with 

obtained R153S crystals. Despite exhaustive efforts, no crystals could be obtained of the other 

SiRHP variants, most likely due to their increased sensitivity to trypsin at other cleavage sites. 

Crystals of N149W and R153S were mixed with 50% PEG MW 8000 before being frozen in 

liquid nitrogen and stored in pucks for shipping and synchrotron diffraction.  

Reduced crystals of N149W with substrate bound were prepared by taking crystals grown under 

standard atmospheric conditions into an anaerobic glove box (mBRAUN) under N2 atmosphere 
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fitted with a stereomicroscope for crystallography work. Crystals were then transferred to a 

degassed soak buffer of 50% PEG MW 8000, 50 mM SO3
2-, 10 mM MV+, and 65 mM Na-

HEPES buffer pH 7.8 for 36 hours. Crystals were then frozen in liquid nitrogen while still under 

N2 atmosphere and stored in pucks for shipping and synchrotron diffraction.  

Crystals were diffracted using 0.1 nm X-ray radiation on the SER-CAT line at Argonne National 

Laboratories. Oxidized and reduced N149W crystals were collected at site 22-BM and R153S 

crystals were collected at the site 22-ID, both of which used a MAR 300 CCD detector 

(MarResearch). Diffraction data was indexed, integrated, and reduced using HKL200024.  

Phase determination was performed using PHENIX25 with molecular replacement against the 

oxidized SiRHP structure (1AOP) with amino acids surrounding the region of mutation or 

anticipated to be influenced by the mutation were replaced with alanines and all water and 

cofactor molecules were removed. The subsequent structures was refined manually with 

cofactors, waters, and necessary amino acids added using Coot26 and through simulated 

annealing, energy minimization, and B-factor refinement in PHENIX.  
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Figure 8. Normalized histogram of full length SiRHP 

in the presence of trypsin over time. Three time 
points at 0 (1), 30 (2), and 60 (3) minutes were 
taken for each variant and analyzed by SDS-
PAGE. 

Figure 7. Image of the growth of cysI
-
 cells 

transformed with SiRHP WT and variants on a sulfide 

deprived M9 media. 

Results and Discussion: 

Complementation Assays 

Only the WT and N149W variant SiRHP 

fully complimented the cysI
- deficiency in 

the knockout strain of Escherichia coli. 

Variants R83S, R153S, K215S, and K217S 

all resulted in complete elimination of cell 

growth. This demonstrates these variants 

inability to release fully reduced sulfide in 

vivo.  

Trypsin Cleavage 

The trypsin cleavage of SiRHP is observed 

to be highly variable between variants. Each 

SiRHP is observed to be more sensitive to 

trypsin cleavage than the WT. In the 

variants R83S, K215S, and K217S a major 

alternative trypsin cleavage occurs that 

competes with the �60 cleavage, cleaving 

the protein between R214 and K215. This 

additional cleavage had led to the inability 

to obtain �60 forms of these proteins and 
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Figure 9. Overlaid CD spectra of SiRHP variants 

shows conformational changes in R83S and 

K217S. 

thus grow crystals of these SiRHP variants. Trypsin sensitivity is directly correlated to siroheme 

occupancy. While no structure has been determined of SiRHP without either siroheme or iron-

sulfur cluster bound, the variation of the CD spectra of R83S and K217S (Figure 9), the two 

variants with the lowest cofactor occupancy, suggests a significant conformational change. This 

conformational change may allow trypsin access to the alternative cleavage site, which is 

blocked in the cofactor occupied fold.  

 

Circular Dichroism 

WT SiRHP and variants N149W, R153S, and 

K215S all share similar CD spectra suggesting 

they maintain a similar fold. R83S and K217S 

have are significantly different in their CD 

spectra. The deconvoluted spectra showed an 

increase in alpha helical content and a decrease in 

unstructured contribution in R83S and K217S. 

These two SiRHP variants also have the lowest 

cofactor occupancy. This suggests they adopted a 

more stable alternative fold in the absence of cofactor.  
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substrate. R153S also has a reduced rate, relative to WT, with the sulfite substrate, and a rate 

greater than that of WT with hydroxylamine. This trend is also observed for K217S, whose 

activity with sulfite is reduced to ~3% that of WT, yet has an activity with hydroxylamine more 

than double that of WT. K215S is minimally active with both sulfite and hydroxylamine 

substrates.  

Sulfide detection was successful into the single nmol regime. Comparison of the amount of MV+ 

oxidized to reduced sulfur detected revealed the stoichiometry of electrons transferred per 

product released. As anticipated, WT and N149W have a ratio of six electrons to sulfide 

detected, corresponding to a fully reduction. R83S was also shown to reduce sulfite by six 

electrons, suggesting its inability to compliment the cysI knockout was only due to a cofactor 

binding defect and that R83 is not catalytically relevant. K215S, R153S, and K217S have 

reduced ratios of three, four, and five electrons per sulfide detected, respectively, indicating each 

has a role of proton donation in a specific step of catalysis. These partially reduced sulfur 

compounds were still detected in the methylene blue assay.  

Crystal Structures of N149W 

The phosphate-bound and sulfite-bound N149W structures were determined to a resolution of 

1.56 Å each. In the phosphate-bound WT structure the active site loop that contains N149 is 

disordered and thus unresolved in the crystal structure, but we see that upon insertion of a 

tryptophan the loop is pushed away from the active site and ordered, backbone resolution and the  

position of the tryptophan side chain to be inferred. This partial ordering of the binding loop 

causes significant changes in the structure of the N-terminus resulting in the reorientation of R83 

providing a tighter bond to phosphate. The backbone region of amino acids 81-83 significantly 
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diverges from the WT structure. The side chain of R83 flips over to stabilize a new hydrogen 

bond with the side chain of Q121, which also forms hydrogen bonds with the carboxyl backbone 

of L82 (Figure 11). This side chain reorientation and limited active site loop dynamics both 

would inhibit anion exchange, explaining the poor phosphate release seen in Figure 10. 

 

 

 

Table 2. Summary of crystallographic data collection and refinement statistics for structures N149W 

oxidized, N149W reduced with sulfite bound, and R153S. PDB Codes: 4G38, 4G39, 4HTR 
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Figure 12. Images of the (A) SiRHP WT and (B) N149W active sites in the reduced SO3
2-

 bound state 

rendered in Chimera. 

 

 

In the sulfite-bound structure, the binding loop becomes disordered. Sulfite is clearly resolved as 

bound tightly to siroheme by the central sulfur atom.  The side chains of R83 and Q121 revert to 

their position in the phosphate-bound WT structure. The active site loop and helix 2 are 

disordered, contrary to the reduced sulfite bound WT. This result combined with the poor anion 

exchange observed in figure 10, suggests weaker sulfite binding than phosphate binding.  

Crystal Structure of R153S 

Figure 11. Images of the SiRHP (A) WT and (B) N149W active sites in the oxidized HPO4
-
 bound state 

rendered in Chimera
27

. 
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The structure of phosphate-bound R153S was determined to a resolution of 2.1 Å. The binding 

loop that is disordered in the phosphate-bound WT structure is well ordered and clamped down 

around the phosphate, though the S153 side chain is oriented away from the active site and form 

a hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl of F216. The ordered confirmation of the active 

site loop, required due to the lack of hydrogen bonding to substrate from R153, results in a lower 

rate of anion exchange as seen in figure 10. This clamped down confirmation of the active site 

loop results in the ordering of an extension of alpha helix 2 from residues 127 – 132. Upon 

binding of sulfite in WT, the same loop closure and alpha helix formation is observed.  

 

 

Conclusions: 

Here we have demonstrated that SiRHP uses a proton coupled electron transfer mechanism to 

catalyze the complex six electron reduction of sulfite to sulfide with non-redundant proton 

donors at each step of the reduction, contrary to the previously accepted mechanism. By 

individually removing proton sources from late stages in catalysis we have been able to stop the 

Figure 13. Images of the (A) R153S active site with HPO4
-
 and (B) WT SiRHP active site with SO3

2-
 

rendered in Chimera. 
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reaction at 3, 4, and 5 electrons per sulfite reduced. This process is described by a push-pull 

mechanism, where the electron rich cofactors push electrons onto the substrate and the positively 

charged residues side chains in the active site protonate the substrate oxygens pulling electrons 

onto the substrate.  

 

The details of this mechanism are displayed in Figure 14. The substrate binds with a single 

oxygen protonated. The side chain of R153 flips over upon to coordinate water and sulfite upon 

substrate binding. As the sulfur is reduced by a single electron, a second proton is donated from a 

water molecule that is well ordered in the hydrogen bonding network around the active site to the 

singly protonate oxygen. Donation of the second proton and electron is immediately followed by 

cleavage of the S-O bond, resulting in the release of water. After this cleavage the side chain of 

R153 flips over to its previous position. The third electron coupled proton is also donated from 

an ordered water molecule in the active site. The fourth electron coupled proton is donated from 

K217 coupled with subsequent cleavage of the S-O bond and dissociation of water. The fifth 

electron coupled proton is donated from R153. The sixth and final proton comes is donated from 

K215, again with subsequent cleavage of the S-O bond and release of water. Fully reduced 

sulfide product is then released.  
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Figure 14. This diagram details the proposed mechanism based on the findings reported here. The 

oxidation number of the sulfur atom is color coded the legend inset. The relevant residues side 

chains are shown, including the side chain reorientation of R153 as the reaction proceeds. The sum 

of the oxidation state of the siroheme and iron-sulfur cluster is shown as a single value for the 

electronically coupled system. Water molecules ordered in the active site or participating in 

catalysis are represented as spheres. Multiple pathways are shown to detail scenarios with excess 

and limiting electrons. 
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Future Directions: 

The SiRHF Dimer 

In an effort to express and purify SiRHE for structural studies, the cysJIG-his tricystronic 

sequence has been inserted into the pBAD vector with the six histidine tag at the N-terminus of 

the cysJ gene, which codes for SiRFP. Zeghouf et al.10 reports a fully functional heterodimer 

forms with full length SiRHP and a SiRFP with the 60 most N-terminal amino acids removed. 

Here we observe the addition of the six histidine N-terminal tag to SiRFP also inhibits 

holoenzyme formation and results primarily in a functional heterodimer referred to as the SiR 

hemoprotein flavoprotein (SiRHF) dimer. 

Electrocompetent BL21-DE3 cells were transformed with the pBADcysJIG-his plasmid. Cells 

were grown in 1L cultures of LB media, shaking at 37oC. Cells were grown to an optical density 

of A600 = 0.6, and then induced with arabinose at a concentration of 0.1% (w/v). Cultures 

expressed protein for six hours at 37oC before being harvested via centrifugation at 4000xg for 

30 minutes. Cells were resuspended to a final volume of 70 ml in 10mM KPi pH = 7.8, snap 

frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80oC. 

Cells were thawed and had protease inhibitors PMSF and Pepstatin A added to a final 

concentration of 10µM and 1µg/ml, respectively. Cells were then lysed using two passages 

through a French press, keeping the lysate on ice at all times. The lysate was clarified by 

centrifugation at 16,000xg for 30 minutes at 4oC. The pellet was discarded and the supernatant 

was brought to 1M KCl using a 3M stock solution. A 5% (w/v) protamine sulfate pH 7 was 

added slowly to the supernatant while stirring at room temperature until the supernatant was at a 
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successfully resolved particles resembling the globular complex with an approximately 15 nm 

diameter. 

Through averaging of images of individual molecules collected using negative stain 3DEM, a 

low-resolution volume should be obtained. If the resolution of the averaged particle is 

sufficiently low, than crystal structures can be docked into this volume. These experiments will 

reveal information about the interface of SiRHP and SiRFP and are actively being pursued.  

Crystallization of the SiRHF Dimer 

High throughput crystallization screens have been recently established as an efficient and 

effective way to determine initial crystallization conditions (ref). We have submitted samples to 

the Hauptman-Woodward Medical Research Institute to screen for crystallization conditions for 

the SiRHF dimer in order to determine a high-resolution structure using X-ray crystallography28. 

In parallel, traditional sparse matrix screening is also being used to identify appropriate 

conditions. Once crystallization conditions are established using high throughput technology, the 

conditions will be replicated using larger drop sizes and more specific screening of conditions 

until diffraction quality crystals are obtained. We anticipate that phases can be determined using 

molecular replacement of the SiRHP and SiRFP structures.  

H/D Exchange to Determine Interface of SiRHP and SIRFP in the SiRHF dimer 

Proton-deuterium exchange experiments have been successfully employed to investigate the 

solvent accessibility of protein structures29. This technique is based on the change in mass of 

protein fragments over time as the protein is immersed in a D2O solvent as hydrogen is 

exchanged for deuterium in the α-carbon backbone. This technique can be combined with known 
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structures of proteins and provide useful information about protein dynamics and protein subunit 

interfaces.  

We will perform H/D exchange experiments on the SiRHP monomer, the SiRFP monomer, and 

the SIRHF dimer. No structure has been determined for the SiRHF complex, but the solvent 

accessibility information can still be mapped onto the monomer subunit structures. The 

difference in solvent accessibility between the monomeric and dimeric samples can be mapped. 

There should be a distinct region or regions where we see a decrease in the solvent accessibility 

in the dimeric species, indicating a protein-protein interaction.  

We are in a unique position to pursue H/D exchange with the 60 and 64 kDa protein species due 

to our close proximity with National High Magnetic Field Laboratory which holds world class 

mass spectrometry facilities. We are currently in contact with Assistant Scholar Dr. Nicolas 

Young at the NHMFL and will be executing this set of experiments in the near future.  
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